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Abstract A site in mid-western Sweden contaminated

with chlorinated solvents originating from a previous dry

cleaning facility, was investigated using conventional

groundwater analysis combined with compound-specific

isotope data of carbon, microbial DNA analysis, and

geoelectrical tomography techniques. We show the value

of this multidisciplinary approach, as the different results

supported each interpretation, and show where natural

degradation occurs at the site. The zone where natural

degradation occurred was identified in the transition

between two geological units, where the change in

hydraulic conductivity may have facilitated biofilm

formation and microbial activity. This observation was

confirmed by all methods and the examination of the

impact of geological conditions on the biotransformation

process was facilitated by the unique combination of the

applied methods. There is thus significant benefit from

deploying an extended array of methods for these

investigations, with the potential to reduce costs involved

in remediation of contaminated sediment and groundwater.
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INTRODUCTION

Chlorinated solvents are common contaminants of soil and

groundwater at numerous sites of active and historical dry

cleaning facilities and industrial operations. Presently,

nearly 3000 sites are known or suspected to be contami-

nated with chlorinated solvents in Sweden alone (SEPA

2015). Chlorinated solvents are dense non-aqueous phase

liquids (DNAPLs), and this character gives them a special

dispersal pattern and complex distribution that is controlled

by local geological settings (Pankow and Cherry 1996). As

these substances are harmful, and have been proved or are

considered to be carcinogens (IARC 2014), sites contami-

nated with these solvents are highly prioritized for reme-

diation. In situ remediation is recommended by the

Swedish EPA as a more sustainable environmental strategy

(SEPA 2014) than the traditional ‘‘dig and dump’’ treat-

ment of contaminated sediments. However, in order to

monitor and optimize this remediation, a reliable investi-

gation methodology to validate the degradation progress is

required.

Complete biodegradation of PCE occurs in several

ways, either by Dehalococcoides mccartyi alone or by a

bacterial consortium where different bacteria carry out one

or more steps of biodegradation (Stroo et al. 2013). D.

mccartyi is the only bacterium known to be able to com-

pletely degrade PCE to ethene (He et al. 2003). The slightly

stronger molecular bond and lower reaction rate of 13C-Cl,

compared to that of 12C-Cl, leads to enrichment of 13C in

the remaining molecular PCE pool during degradation.

Microbial biotransformation is considered to have the lar-

gest effect on this isotope composition, whereas abiotic

processes tend to impose smaller shifts of less significance

(Hunkeler et al. 2008). The use of direct current resistivity

and induced polarization (DCIP) tomography to investigate

the contaminated area gives a continuous spatial model of

the subsurface based on its different physical response to

an electrical current (e.g., Cardarelli and Di Filippo 2009;

Power et al. 2014; Johansson et al. 2016; Sparrenbom et al.
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2017). As microbial consortia are negatively charged

(Abdel Aal et al. 2006; Atekwana and Slater 2009) and gas

is produced as a co-product in degradation, DCIP has

previously been shown to be able to monitor gas migration

(Rosqvist et al. 2011; Auken et al. 2014).

We present here an investigation of a site that is con-

taminated by chlorinated solvents (tetrachloroethene [PCE]

and its metabolites), where only natural attenuation has

occurred. The site is located in Hagfors in mid-western

Sweden and hosted the largest dry cleaning facility in

Sweden. It was operational until the 1990s and resulting

spills have led to significant subsurface contamination of

the soil and groundwater by PCE and its metabolites (tri-

chloroethene, cis-dichloroethene, and vinyl chloride). To

understand and characterize the subsurface biogeochemical

system, we have used a multidisciplinary approach

including analysis of concentrations of contaminants in the

groundwater, including major and minor ions; DNA-based

quantification and characterization of the bacteria present

at the site; Compound-Specific Isotope Analysis (CSIA)

focusing on d13C in PCE; and DCIP tomography. We have

used methods to detect and quantitate both D. mccartyi and

total amounts of bacteria using detection of the 16S rRNA

gene to characterize the biodegradation taking place. DNA-

based methods assessing the biological degradation are

complemented by CSIA to quantify the degradation state of

PCE based on the shift in the molecular carbon isotope

composition concomitant to the degradation process (El-

sner et al. 2005). We investigate whether the indications of

microbial activity correlate with the state of degradation,

obtained from both groundwater chemistry and CSIA, and

investigate the possibility to apply DCIP as a diagnostic

method for assessing the geo-spatial PCE degradation state.

The concentrations of chlorinated solvents have been pre-

viously observed to correlate to information from CSIA by,

for example, Hunkler et al. (1999), and microbiological

phenomena by, for example, Lu et al. (2006). Natural

remediation and changing concentrations of the PCE and

metabolites have also been complemented with CSIA and

microbiology observations by Fletcher et al. (2011),

Damgaard et al. (2013), and Kuder et al. (2013). The link

between DCIP results and chlorinated solvents/DNAPLs

has been described by Ajo-Franklin et al. (2006), Champers

et al. (2010), and Johansson et al. (2019). Microbiological

observations have been linked to DCIP signals by Davis

et al. (2006), Atekwana and Slater (2009), and Abdel Aal

et al. (2010) and others. Thus, while previous studies have

used some of these methods in combination, they have

never been used together. The objectives of this study were

to validate ongoing degradation by natural processes, and

investigate the value of using the applied array of methods

for monitoring of these processes.

Study area

The Hagfors dry cleaning site (Fig. 1a) served the military

during 1970–1979, with continuous operations until 1993

when it was taken over by the county council (Nilsen

2013). This long period of PCE usage with a known but

unquantified loss of product has resulted in a highly con-

taminated site (Nilsen 2013). There are two source areas: a

primary area beneath the building, with a plume following

the groundwater flow direction (northern arrow in Fig. 1b);

and a secondary area extending from a sewer system from

the building and leading out to a small stream. It is unclear

if the sewer system transported the contamination directly

or supported transport along the ballast filling in the duct

ditch. The highest concentration of contaminants at the site

is found around well B19 in the secondary source area

(Fig. 1b), where PCE has been found in free phase (Larsson

et al. 2017). The secondary source plume extends towards a

point bar in the stream and down into a ravine. This

investigation was focused on that point bar where the

plume discharges into the stream. Calculations within

‘‘discharge area 1’’ (Fig. 1b) estimated a PCE discharge of

59 kg year-1 (Nicklas Larsson pers. comm.).

The Hagfors site is located below the highest shoreline

from the latest glaciation, which has generated extremely

complex geology in this area. Natural sediments at the site

consist of both glacial and post-glacial deposits, and

anthropogenic material (Fig. 1b). The building that

accommodated the dry cleaning facility is located on a

former railroad yard and consists of an artificial embank-

ment plateau of unknown construction and ballast material.

Filling material is marked as a grid on the geological map

(Fig. 1b) with the background color coding showing the

natural deposit beneath. The detailed study area consists of

a point bar, with three geological units existing above the

bedrock. Starting from the bottom, a compact silty till is

overlain by a sand unit containing isolated lenses of silt and

gravel, with a transition unit of gravely sand between the

two (Fig. 1d) (Larsson et al. 2017). The investigation area

thus forms two hydrogeological units, one unconfined in

the top and one semiconfined beneath, with a higher

hydraulic pressure. The unconfined top sand is interpreted

to have a high hydraulic conductivity and the lower till unit

seems to act as an aquitard within the system. Four Sonic-

drilled monitoring wells are installed (Fig. 1c) with one,

two, or three 1-m filter screens in the point bar (Table 1)

(Larsson et al. 2017). Additionally, two reference wells at

the embankment plateau (i.e., B19 and B29) have been

sampled. The stream is partly meandering and partly forced

into its groove; it flows via a culvert under the tail of the

plateau. From an older map (1928) it is known that the

stream previously had a more meandering groove (Larsson

et al. 2017). Most likely it has meandered since it was
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Fig. 1 a–d Location and geological map of the field site. a Site location (blue dot) in Sweden. b Overview of the site, showing the surface

geology and elevation as hill shape. External information has been incorporated with a map from �SGU (http://www.sgu.se/sgu/sv/produkter-

tjanster/kartvisare/index.html). The green grid shows the filling material of the partly anthropogenic plateau. c Close up of the outline of the study
area at the point bar including well names, filter depth as m below surface, DCIP investigation line, and a geological profile shown in

d. d Geological profile for the cross section indicated by the green line in c. Filter screens are marked in each well as a linear raster including

names. The geological profiles are made from bore logs (Larsson et al. 2017) and simplified with color coding. Groundwater levels were

measured during the fieldwork in this study

Table 1 Investigated filter screens including depth and corresponding geological unit

Well name Numbers of filter screens Filter screens ID Filter screen depth (m below surface) Geological unit

NI1607 3 NI1607:1 0.61–1.61 Sand

NI1607:2 3.99–4.99 Top till

NI1607:3 14.43–15.43 Bottom till

NI1609 3 NI1609:1 0.18–1.18 Sand

NI1609:2 2.9–3.9 Top till

NI1609:3 14.91–15.91 Bottom till

NI1610 2 NI1610:1 1.05–2.05 Sand

NI1610:2 3.23–4.23 Bottom sand/transition into till

NI1611 1 NI1611 1.36–2.36? Sand/transition into till *

B19 7 B19 (deepest) 22.07–22.17 Gravel

B29 1 B29 14.5–15.5 ?

*Uncertain about filter depth location. Later slug test suggested mainly sand (Nikolas Benavides Höglund, pers. comm.)
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formed, leaving paleo channels that are today filled with

sediments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data collection and analysis

The field campaign took place in late April 2017. All water

samples at the point bar were taken with an Eijkelkap

Peristaltic Pump, while B29 was purged with a Solinst

Bladder Pump and B19 using a Waterra Pump. The change

in pumps was due to depth and diameter of wells. The

sampling procedure was to pre-purge each well and mon-

itor physical properties (i.e. temperature, oxidation–re-

duction potential [ORP], pH, electrical conductivity, total

dissolved solids [TDS], and salinity) with an Aquaread

Aquaprobe� AP-800. When stable parameters were

obtained, the samples for analysis were taken in the fol-

lowing order: CSIA, physical and chemical samples, and

microbiological samples. Eleven filter screens in total were

sampled for this study. DCIP was measured during the

same field campaign by Jansson (2018) and is described in

more detail in Sect. 2.1.3.

The groundwater for CSIA was collected in 1 L amber

glass flasks with PTFE lined screw caps (Hunkeler et al.

2008). The pump rate was kept low to avoid cavitation and

minimize degassing of contaminants due to a reduced

water pressure. The sample was allowed to overflow

briefly, before the addition of 10 mL of HCl (19%) as

preservative. The CSIA samples were sent to Isodetect

GmbH, Leipzig, for analysis of the carbon isotope com-

position using continuous flow methodology (Hunkler et al.

2008). The groundwater samples for physical and chemical

analysis were collected in five bottles: two amber glass

bottles (100 mL), containing conservation liquid for chlo-

rinated solvents concentrations; two plastic (PEHD) bottles

of 150 mL for metals; and one 500 mL plastic (PEHD)

bottle for the remaining analysis. ALcontrol AB performed

the physical and chemical analysis. Microbial cells for

DNA extraction were collected by filtering water through

0.2 lm Isopore filters in a filter-holding funnel on top of an

Erlenmeyer suction flask under vacuum obtained by peri-

staltic pump. The filtering continued until the filter paper

was clogged, for three replicates at each sampling point

and the volume was noted for each. For well B29, neither

of the filter papers clogged, and the filtering process stop-

ped after 2 L water had been filtered. The papers were

placed in Petri dishes (glass), which were directly put on

dry ice. They were kept as cold as possible with help of ice

clamps during transport to the lab, where they were frozen

at - 20 �C until DNA extraction.

CSIA analysis

CSIA analysis quantifies the molecular carbon isotope

composition, where a shift in the ratio between 13C and 12C

is associated to biodegradation. An automated purge-and-

trap system was used to extract the target molecules from

the groundwater, followed by gas-chromatography isotope-

ratio mass spectrometry (GC-IRMS), with inline combus-

tion conversion to CO2. Authentic standards were used to

correct for any analytical artifacts in the obtained isotope

data. The results are reported as

d13C ¼ Rs=Rrð Þ � 1;

where Rs is the 13C/12C ratio of the sample and Rr is the
13C/12C ratio of the Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite reference

material (V-PDB) (Coplen 2011). The biodegraded fraction

(B) of PCE is calculated as

B ¼ 1� F ¼ 1� 1000þ d13CS=1000þ d13C0

� �1000=e

where F is the degraded fraction of PCE, and d13CS and

d13C0 are the observed isotope compositions in the sample

and the initial isotope composition of the pristine con-

taminant, respectively. Degradation of PCE is assumed to

consistently enrich the molecular pool in 13C. The sample

with the lowest d13C was therefore taken as representative

of the initial isotope composition, with due consideration to

source-zone proximity and influence of physical processes

such as isotope fractionation during evaporation of PCE to

the atmosphere. The isotope enrichment factor, e, is

obtained from the literature. The dehalogenative reduction

of PCE has been found to yield e values in the range - 2.0

to - 5.5% (Elsner et al. 2005; Wiegert et al. 2013). We

have chosen the value - 5.5% since it gives more con-

servative estimates for the biodegraded fraction, thus

reducing the risk of overestimating the degradation state.

Quantification of total bacteria and D. mccartyi

by quantitative PCR (qPCR)

Quantitative PCR is a molecular DNA-based method that

allows the number of gene copies for a specified target to

be determined in a sample. While it can be highly specific

for individual species, the assay can also be designed to

capture more general DNA targets, such as the 16SrRNA

gene shared by all bacteria. It is highly precise, but as it is a

DNA-based method, it cannot distinguish between bacteria

(in this study) that are living or dead (Smith and Osborn

2009). In order to obtain DNA for the qPCR reaction, the

filter paper containing cells collected from the largest

volume of filtered water from each filter screen was chosen

for DNA extraction, except B29, where no filter completely

clogged and the most clogged was used. DNA was
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extracted using the FastDNATM Spin Kit for soil according

to manufacturer’s instruction. Primers and probes were as

described in Nadkarni et al. (2002) for quantification of

total amounts of bacteria, and He et al. (2003), for D.

mccartyi. Chromosomal DNA from Escherichia coli

DSM1116 was used as the positive control for all bacteria

and the linearized plasmid, pBAV1 (provided by Frank

Löffler, University of Tennessee) as the specific positive

control for D. mccartyi. To reduce inhibition from organic

matter, all DNA templates from environmental samples

were diluted 1:5 in MilliQ water. DNA concentrations in

the standard dilution series were measured using Ther-

moFisher Qubit Florescence 3.0. Thermocycling conditions

for quantification of total bacteria followed Nadkarni et al.

(2002) and Matturro et al. (2013) for D. mccartyi. For

general bacteria, the qPCR was performed in 20 lL reac-

tion volumes containing 5 lL of template DNA, 1X ExTaq

Buffer (TaKaRa), 0.2 mM dNTPs, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.3 lM of

each primer, 0.2 lM TaqMan DNA probe, 0.1 mg mL-1

bovine serum albumin (BSA), and 0.05 U lL-1 ExTaq HS.

qPCR was performed in a thermal cycler (Roche

LightCycler 2.0) using the following program: an initial

denaturation step at 95 �C for 15 min followed by 45 cycles

of denaturation at 95 �C for 10 s, annealing at 60 �C for

20 s and elongation at 72 �C for 30 s. For detection of the

BAV1 gene in D. mccartyi, qPCR was performed in 20 lL
reaction volumes containing 2 lL of template DNA, 1X

ExTaq Buffer (TaKaRa), 0.2 mM dNTPs, 2 mM MgCl2,

0.3 lM of each primer, 0.2 lM Dhc1240Probe,

0.1 mg mL-1 BSA and 0.05 U lL-1 ExTaq HS. qPCR was

performed with the same machine as in previous setup. The

following program was used: a first initial denaturation step

at 50 �C for 2 min and a second initial denaturation step at

94 �C for 10 min, followed by 45 cycles of denaturation at

95 �C for 15 s, annealing at 60 �C for 30 s, and elongation

at 72 �C for 30 s.

DCIP data acquiring and processing

DCIP data were acquired using an ABEM Terrameter LS2

instrument, which has a fully integrated data acquisition

system for measuring resistivity and IP (see also Jansson

2018). Two cables were used, in total 41 electrodes, with

0.5 m spacing between the electrodes with a pole-dipole

electrode configuration. The design aimed to obtain high

spatial resolution descriptions of the shallow subsurface.

Longer electrode layouts were not possible, due to geom-

etry of the point bar area with the known drawback of a

limitation in penetration depth, to about 6 m b.g.s. The

instrument was set to record data with a sample rate of

3750 Hz and pulse length of 2 s. The measurement was

stacked two times to acquire good quality data, and per-

formed with 100% duty cycle according to Olsson et al.

(2015). The field conditions in Hagfors adjacent to

Örbäcken are ideal for DCIP measurements, with nearly

saturated sand and a groundwater table near the ground

surface, which assures a low resistance between electrodes

and the ground. An electrode contact test was conducted

before data acquisition. The position of each electrode and

well was determined using a global A Global Navigation

Satellite System (GNSS).

Data were processed in the Aarhus Workbench (v.

5.5.0.0) software package and the inversions were per-

formed with Aarhus inversion code: Constant Phase

parametrization (Fiandaca et al. 2012). The inversion used

L2 norm, as a 20 layered model with medium constraints in

the lateral direction (STD: 1.3) and vertical directions

(STD: 2). A constrain value of 1.1 means that model

parameters were allowed to vary 10% between neighboring

cells (Jansson 2018).

RESULTS

The complete results describing groundwater chemistry,

isotopic data, and quantification of bacteria are listed in

Table S1.

Groundwater conditions

Measured groundwater pressures showed the highest levels

in the bottom filter screens and lower levels in the higher

filters (Fig. 1d). This verified the described interpretation of

the hydrogeological system with a lower aquitard and an

aquifer in the sand on top. The connections of groundwater

heads between filter screens located in the same formation

were ambiguous, due to heterogeneity in the geology. The

groundwater temperature increased by depth and ranged

from 2.9 to 4.0 �C within the sand, 4.1–4.8 �C in the top

till/transition unit, and temperature of 5.9–6.1 �C in the

bottom of the till. This was expected since the fieldwork

measurements and sampling took place at the end of the

cold period of the year. The groundwater parameters

measured in the field showed that the different groundwater

wells can be divided into three groups based on pH and

ORP values as illustrated in Fig. 2. The highest pH values

were in the bottom till, with lower values within the top till

and transition unit and lowest pH values in the sand unit.

The ORP decreased vertically from top to bottom in each

well with multiple filter screens; however, the values did

not correlate horizontally. pH was the highest where the

lowest ORP value was found, with lower pH when the ORP

values were higher (Fig. 2). There seems to be a threshold

of ORP values between - 100 and - 150 mV, where pH

changed between c. 6.5 and almost 8.
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The water from filter screens NI1607:2 and NI1609:3

had similarly deviating chemical composition compared to

the rest of the samples from the point bar. These screens

had higher concentrations of fluoride, chloride, sodium,

boron, and lower concentrations of iron, which explains the

higher field-parameter values of conductivity, TDS, and

salinity. As the water composition from these two filter

screens differed significantly from the rest of the water

samples, correlation tests were made both with and without

data from NI1607:2 and NI1609:3. While they were

included the correlations examined by liner regression

improved, for example the correlation between sulfate and

sodium improved from r2 = 0.30 to r2 = 0.93 when these

two samples were included.

Contamination conditions

The concentrations of PCE in the samples from the point

bar varied between 29 and 11 000 lg L-1, where the

highest concentrations were found in NI1611, followed

by NI1607:1. Lowest concentrations were found in the

water taken from the two filters in the top part of the till

(NI1607:2 and NI1609:2), which were also the only two

samples where vinyl chloride was detected (33 and

2 lg L-1, respectively). All samples from the point bar

showed degradation down to cis-DCE stage, and trans-

DCE was also found in two samples. For the samples

from NI1607:2 and NI1609:3, the concentrations of TCE

were higher than for PCE. In NI1607:3 and NI1609:2,

the difference in ratio between PCE:TCE was smaller

than for the rest of the samples. Contaminant concen-

trations are presented in Table 2 and Fig. 3. The sample

from well B19 had the highest absolute concentration of

PCE (220 000 lg L-1, Table 2), as expected from

previous investigations at the site (Nilsen 2013; Larsson

et al. 2017). This concentration suggests the possibly that

at this location, PCE may exist in free phase. B19 had

increased detection limits for the degradation products

due to high concentration of PCE. Well B29 was con-

sidered as the ‘‘natural background sampling point’’ and

well B19 represented the secondary source zone. How-

ever, B29 was not uncontaminated with respect to PCE

and metabolites, possibly showing influence from the

primary source plume.

Fig. 2 The correlation between pH and ORP shows that the highest

pH is found where ORP value is the lowest, and vice versa. The

highest pH and lowest ORP values are found in the bottom till

(samples ending with ‘‘:3’’), and in the top till (NI1607:2 and

NI1609:2) ORP values are between - 115.3 and - 126.5 mV and pH

varies within 6.6–7.85. For the filters in the sand unit, the pH is

between 6.5 and 6.67 but the ORP value varies between - 82.8 and

45.1 mV. The analyses result from B19 is marked in blue, since it is

not located at the point bar. The green box marks out the optimal

conditions for degradation according to AFCEE (2004)

Table 2 Results from chemical analysis of chlorinated solvents (CAH)

Filter screen PCE TCE cis-DCE trans-DCE 1,1-DCE VC Ratio PCE:TCE

lg L-1 lg L-1 lg L-1 lg L-1 lg L-1 lg L-1

NI1610:1 4000 350 230 \5.0 \5.0 \10 80:7

NI1610:2 2300 450 240 \5.0 \5.0 \10 46:9

NI1611 11 000 220 51 \10 \10 \20 50:1

NI1609:1 6600 320 310 \10 \10 \20 165:8

NI1609:2 160 64 890 2.1 \1.0 2 5:2

NI1609:3 720 930 470 2.8 \1.0 \2 24:31

NI1607:1 10 000 280 140 \10 \10 \20 250:7

NI1607:2 29 180 1100 \5.0 \5.0 33 29:180

NI1607:3 2100 1900 820 \5.0 \5.0 \10 21:19

B29 39 0.32 < 0.1 \ 0.1 \0.1 \0.2 n.a.

B19 220 000 1800 290 \100 140 \ 200 1100:9

Concentrations discussed in the text are indicated in bold
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Degradation state from isotopic analysis

The calculation of the biodegradation (B) requires an iso-

topic starting point, d13C0. Sample NI1607:1 had the most

depleted d13C value (- 31.2%) and therefore might be

taken as representative of the initial isotope composition

(B = 0). However, evaporation of PCE can induce deple-

tion in 13C due to the reduction in molar volume, and

increase in vapor pressure, of the 13C isotopologue (Huang

et al. 1999). Thus, the shallow filter depth (0.6–1.6 m

below ground level), combined with the permeable sand at

this point, could potentially influence the observed d13C.
This was supported by isotopically heavier d13C values

obtained at greater depth in NI1607 (- 24.0 to - 27.7%)

and appears to be a general feature of in the CSIA data set

(wells NI1609 and NI1610 follow the same pattern). As the

source-zone sample (B19) had a d13C value of - 30.3%
and was obtained from[ 22 m depth, with a very high

concentration of PCE (* 220 000 lg L-1), this sample

was therefore used to define d13C0 as it was unlikely to

have been affected by evaporation of PCE, or extensive

biodegradation due to the toxicity of the PCE.

Samples from four out of nine filter screens on the

point bar had an isotope shift (d13C0 – d13C) larger than

2%, indicating significant biodegradation (B = 0.37 to

0.69, Fig. S1) (Hunkler et al. 2008). The remaining five

filter screen samples also exhibited moderate degradation

signatures (B = 0.07 to 0.23) and the full data set was as

expected, with the decreased PCE concentrations and

increasing d13C values expected as signatures of micro-

bial degradation of PCE (Fig. S2). The CSIA results

showed similar trends to those observed for the

concentrations of chlorinated solvents: all groundwater

samples with higher concentration of the metabolite (TCE

and/or cis-DCE) than PCE had a d13C value higher than

- 28% (Fig. 3). This was also observed for NI1607:3

although the concentration of PCE was higher than both

TCE and cis-DCE.

Quantitation of the microbial populations

Based on calculations to determine the copy number of

the bacterial gene for 16S rRNA, and assuming that this

quantitation is proportional to the total bacteria in a

sample, the water sample that contained the most bacterial

DNA per liter of water was NI1609:1, followed by

NI1607:2 and NI1610:2. The fewest bacteria were found

in the water sample from the reference well B29, fol-

lowed by NI1609:3 and NI1610:1, both located at the

point bar (Table 3).

No qPCR product was detected during cycling to

indicate the presence of D. mccartyi in any sample.

When qPCR reaction products from all samples were

inspected by gel electrophoresis, a band corresponding to

the correct size of amplified DNA (BAV1) was detected

in four samples: NI1607:2, NI1607:3, B19, and B29

(Table 3 and Fig. S3). The band with the strongest

intensity belonged to NI1607:2. Some larger amplicons

were detected in the samples where the correct sized

amplicon for the BAV1 product was also detected. This

suggests that D. mccartyi was present in the samples

where the band was visualized but could not be quan-

titated by qPCR due to the interference and amplification

of non-specific products.

Fig. 3 Groundwater data with concentrations of chloride and CAH, with the exception of only including cis-DCE. At the right y-axis d13C-scale
and d13C values, PCE marked as a green dot and labeled with measurement values. Higher d13C is found where vinyl chloride is detected (i.e.,

NI1609:2 and NI1607:2) in combination with lower concentrations of PCE. NB, logarithmic scale at left y-axis
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Geoelectrical subsurface conditions

Since the geology of the narrow study area is well inves-

tigated and known, the discovered anomalies in the

inverted DCIP results are possible to attribute to the

occurring contaminants and microbial activities. The

expected results of resistivity would be two distinct

boundaries, one between the unsaturated–saturated sand

and the second between the saturated sand and the silty till,

due to their differences in resistivity (Palacky 1987). For

the IP-response, we expected an influence from the con-

tamination or microbial activity, or both (e.g. Atekwana

and Slater 2009; Johansson et al. 2015).

For the resistivity inverted model (Fig. 4a), low

resistivity was found in the upper part of the subsurface;

however, it varied and was higher in the east north-east

surface part of the profile, where there was also more

vegetation and litter present. Two anomalies with higher

resistivity are marked in Fig. 4a, as a and b, where a is

located in the same area as filter screen NI1607:2 and b
is close by NI1611. The a has higher resistivity value

than b. Groundwater samples taken above and within a,
i.e., from filter screens NI1607:1 and NI1607:2, showed

differences in physical (e.g., EC) and chemical proper-

ties (e.g., PCE and metabolites). Within the a-anomaly,

the groundwater had a higher cis-DCE concentration

than PCE indicating degradation, while the opposite was

observed for the sample taken from the filter screen

above the anomaly. Electrical conductivity within the

Table 3 Concentration of bacteria, based on copy numbers of the

16S rRNA gene per mL of filtered water. The results are listed in

order of concentration of bacteria detected. Detection of BAV1 from

gel electrophoresis is marked as ?

Well Copies per mL

filtered water

D. mccartyi detected

NI1609:1 3168

NI1607:2 1647 ?

NI1610:2 1551

NI1611 611

NI1609:2 602

NI1607:3 530 ?

NI1607:1 237

B19 206 ?

NI1610:1 183

NI1609:3 63

B29 6 ?

A

B

Fig. 4 DCIP data from Line 1 passing monitoring well NI1607 and NI1611. a Results from the resistivity inverse model with a and b marking

the anomalous areas within the profile. The a-anomaly is interpreted to be caused by microbial degradation producing gas (e.g. vinyl

chloride and methane) that interfering with current transport. The b-anomlay is interpreted as the geological units changing from sand into till

with higher resistivity. The low resistive area in between is interpreted as a sand-filled paleochannel. b Induced polarization of the same profile

shows two anomalies. The c-anomaly is interpreted to be the result of the biodegradation taking place and producing gas within the area, and

corresponds to a in a, whereas the area of d do not show any major changes
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water differed from 338 lS cm-1 in NI1607:1 above the

a-anomaly to 602 lS cm-1 in NI1607:2 within the a-
anomaly. This contradicts with the high resistivity in a
and high electrical conductivity within the water; how-

ever, it could be a result of gas in the pore system

blocking transfer of electrical current. The high resis-

tivity anomaly could also correspond to a boulder,

although these were not found during drilling of the well

NI1607 and, therefore, gas from degradation is the more

likely cause of the resistivity anomaly.

The b-anomaly did not show as high resistivity com-

pared to a-anomaly, and appeared at the same depth as the

lithological transition from sand to till. The degradation

within NI1611 was not very prominent in the area, sug-

gesting that the b-anomaly shows geological changes. This

indicates that part of the high resistivity in a can also be

explained by geological change. The low resistive area

between the high anomalies could be a paleochannel in the

till formed by the stream’s previous meandering groove,

and filled with coarser sediment or more loosely packed

material, resulting in a lower resistivity than the sur-

rounding till.

The induced polarization inverted model results

(Fig. 4b) showed one larger anomaly (c) in the top part of

the till, which was more chargeable than the surrounding

area. This c-anomaly could have several explanations, with

the most likely being the combination of increased polar

metabolites from PCE, an increase of microbial cells, and

production of gas, which would all influence the accumu-

lation of charges due to degradation. Each of these factors

has been shown to individually contribute to enhancing

charging properties (Atekwana and Slater 2009; Kessouri

et al. 2019). Other possible explanations could be biolog-

ically controlled ion precipitation (Atekwana and Slater

2009), higher content of organic material (Atekwana and

Slater 2009; Kessouri et al. 2019), or a higher clay content

(Slater and Lesmes 2002) within the till, although clay and

organic material were not detected within the till during

drilling. The first explanation also correlates well with the

microbial results (Table 3), and harmonizes with the

interpretation of gas causing the higher resistivity in the a-
anomaly shown in Fig. 4a. The differences in position

between a and c could depend on transport of gas down-

stream of the area, where most production occurs, or

roughness of the DCIP data measurements and processing

in a coarse mesh, as well as 3D effects. Notable, an

anomaly d (located close to the position of the b-anomaly)

was faintly more chargeable than the surroundings. Since

low degradation rates have been found in the d-anomaly

area, and this could also indicate that the b-anomaly

belongs to the geological change.

DISCUSSION

The objectives for this study were to observe and validate

ongoing natural degradation and to show the value of

applying the array of methods described for conducting

these observations. The combined results from all the dif-

ferent methods clearly describe an area with ongoing

microbial degradation. Specifically, the area located near

filter screen NI1607:2 (a and c in Fig. 4) shows high

degradation activity.

The conditions at the study site, with respect to ORP,

pH, and dissolved organic carbon (DOC), are not thought

to be optimal for microbial degradation of PCE and its

metabolites (AFCEE 2004). However, this does not rule

out the possibility that some degradation can be occurring,

albeit suboptimally, and detection of vinyl chloride sup-

ports that conditions could support some degree of

microbial degradation beyond DCE. The groundwater from

NI1609:2 had ORP and pH within an optimal range, but

DOC concentrations were too low to be optimal. For

NI1607:2, the pH was slightly too high to be optimal, but it

still had conditions that would be able to support slower

degradation (AFCEE 2004).

Bacteria were detected in various amounts in the sam-

ples. In general, the most bacteria were found in the sam-

ples taken from filters extending from the top of the till into

the sand unit, and fewer were observed from the top sand

and bottom of the till (Fig. 5 and Table 3). An exception to

this was NI1609:1, where we found the most bacteria;

however, this filter screen was partly above the ground-

water level. Jansson (2018) established top-soil profiles at

the point bar. The soil sample closest to NI1609 (S2)

showed a transition in color from black to rust going

downwards. This indicates fluctuating groundwater levels

over time and suggests fluctuations in aerobic and anaer-

obic conditions, which would be less favorable for the

anaerobic bacteria known to degrade chlorinated solvents.

The high amount of DNA in the NI1609:2 sample, without

clear detection of D. mccartyi, reflects that there are

plentiful bacteria in this environment. While qPCR for D.

mccartyi was not able to detect specific products indicating

the presence of BAV1 in any samples, gel electrophoresis

visualized products of the expected size. This indicated that

while BAV1 was present in some of the samples, the

conditions in the qPCR assay were not optimal for quan-

titating this specific target in this study. The protocol that

was followed was that described by Matturro et al. (2013)

and only modified to adapt to local laboratory routines.

However, inhibition of the qPCR reaction, or other inter-

actions of the qPCR matrix, can cause non-specific bind-

ing, and could explain both the appearance of the
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additional bands in the gel electrophoresis analysis and the

inability to quantitate the BAV1 product, although it could

be visualized. Inhibitors present in DNA extracted from

environmental samples can affect amplification and also

attenuate fluorescence, impacting detection and accurate

quantification (Sidstedt et al. 2019). An impact of envi-

ronmental inhibitors on detection using this particular

qPCR approach has also been reported by others although

the number of samples affected, and/or reason for the

inhibition was not reported (Clark et al. 2018). Munro et al.

(2017) showed a correlation between high numbers of all

bacteria and the presence of specific dehalogenating bac-

teria. Since in the current study we have only looked for D.

mccartyi, it is possible that other dehalogenating bacteria

are conducting the degradation observed at this site, and

are included in the total bacterial quantification. In two of

the samples, trans-DCE was detected, and since this is not

a reaction performed by D. mccartyi this also supports the

hypothesis that other bacteria are performing degradation

of PCE and that bacteria able to carry out partial biore-

mediation of PCE are present (Stroo et al. 2013). Coop-

erative bacterial interactions supporting biodegradation of

dichloromethanes have been reported (Chen et al. 2017)

and if this is the case in the current studies, these bacteria

would be included in the total bacterial quantification. As

qPCR approaches are limited to detection of only known

groups participating in PCE degradation, broader approa-

ches such as bacterial community or metagenomics

approaches, or both (Miao et al. 2020) could further resolve

the bacteria participating in degradation at this site. Costs

for these types of analysis continue to fall, and more

nuanced and detailed analysis of the microbial processes

can be made to explain the distribution of chemical moi-

eties detected, although as they also involve PCR-based

amplification, the impact of inhibitory compounds should

also be considered in this context (Sidstedt et al. 2019).

While iron can compete for electron exchange during

degradation, it can also stimulate the process at low con-

centrations (AFCEE 2004). In this study, iron was not

detected in concentrations high enough to compromise the

natural degradation. In two cases, NI1607:2 and NI1609:3,

sulfate was measured in high enough concentrations to

compete as an electron acceptor in the degradation process

(AFCEE 2004), although these two samples were corre-

lated with degradation based on the results of CSIA and

concentrations of chlorinated solvents. It is thus not clear

how much sulfate is required to block degradation in this

system. The groundwater chemistry from these two filter

screens also had a divergent composition compared to the

rest of the samples at the point bar, which in this case

points towards a positive correlation with degradation,

although why they correlate, since they are located at very

different depths, is difficult to explain. Many cracks, both

diagonal and vertical, were observed within the very

compact silty till when investigating the cores obtained

during Sonic drilling. In combination with the higher

groundwater pressure in the bottom till relative to that in

the top till, transport could be enabled through these

Fig. 5 Total amount of bacteria and biodegraded fraction (CSIA) in the geological profile. The highest amount of bacteria and the highest

biodegraded fractions are both from the samples of NI1607:2. In the other samples, the two methods do not harmonize. For geological

description see Fig. 1d
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fracture systems and initiate communication between the

filters. Since the chlorinated solvents are dense, the free

phase would not be part of this transport system. Future

analyses to determine the age of the groundwater could

possibly corroborate this hypothesis, explain the chemistry,

and provide evidence of the communication.

No obvious trends could be observed when comparing

the CSIA and microbial data, likely due to the hydrogeo-

logical complexity of the system (Fig. 5). The original

isotopic composition of the contaminant might vary over

time since the leakage happened over a long period and

when combined with continuous transport by the ground-

water flow could potentially cause non-trivial patterns in

the d13C of PCE at the site. Fluctuations in the groundwater

table depth, the corresponding variation in nutrient con-

centrations, and preferential flow paths would exacerbate

the complexity of the spatial relation between isotope

signature and microbial density. The lack of a correlation

between isotope and microbial data thus likely points to the

time lag (and therefore spatial separation) between the

historical microbial activity and the resulting isotope signal

that is observed in the present. A fuller hydrogeological

model could potentially help to link the time-integrated

isotope signals with active microbial clusters.

The geological setting of the area combined with the

results from the other analytical methods used in this study

increases confidence in the interpretation of DCIP data.

The a and c anomalies are interpreted as arising from

degradation and bacteria, in combination with formed gas

and co-products including TCE, DCE, VC, and chloride

ions (Fig. 4). The b-anomaly is interpreted to only belong

to the geological change since this correlates well with the

anomaly. The d-anomaly strengthens this interpretation

since it does not show a high chargeability, which should

have been the case compared to the relation of a and c. The
a-anomaly is possibly also a reflection of the geological

boundary between the two units, such as observed for the

b-anomaly, as they are both located in the unit transition

and it is an expected response of the geological change.

The impact of the geological setting did affect where

degradation occurred, in the interface between the sand

unit and the top till (e.g., NI1607:2 and NI1609:2). Previ-

ous lab experiments by Sale et al. (2013) showed that lower

permeability assisted microbial degradation of chlorinated

solvents. Several studies (e.g., Chapman and Parker 2005;

O’Hara et al. 2000) have shown that the aquitard can feed

the system for years with chlorinated solvents via back

diffusion. This could contribute to creating beneficial

conditions at the interface between units or transition unit

for microbial life based on biodegradation of the contam-

inants. Bacteria rarely survive on single nutrients, and the

higher groundwater flow above this interface would also

provide the microbial consortium with other nutrients

needed for efficient degradation. When the geological

information is added to the interpretation, the interface

between the sand unit and the till seems to provide the

optimal conditions for biodegradation of chlorinated sol-

vents. Bacteria in nature exist largely in biofilms, a strategy

that permits increased tolerance to environmental varia-

tions and interspecies cooperation that could facilitate

degradation of complex molecules for nutrition (Writer

et al. 2011). The compact silty till constitutes a large sur-

face due to the smaller grain size and this could greatly

enhance opportunities for Dehalococcoides and other

bacteria to live as a consortium in biofilm while also

benefiting these microbes by collecting the contaminant.

The difference in hydraulic conductivity between the units

can give an extra dimension to the degradation potential, as

the higher flux of groundwater within the sand unit can

support the bacterial consortium that has established in the

transitions zone with essential nutrients, including electron

acceptors, whereas the energy is taken from the degrada-

tion of contaminants (Blázquez-Pallı́ et al. 2019). Fluctu-

ations due to the level of the groundwater could also

introduce alternating aerobic and anaerobic conditions,

which could stimulate biofilm formation and are also

thought to facilitate degradation of chlorinated compounds

(Richards et al. 2019). Figure 6 presents a conceptual

model of the system described.

Due to the high volatility of vinyl chloride and the

problems with sampling the gas phase, it is possible that

vinyl chloride exists but was not detected in some of the

samples and it can be debated if PCE has been completely

degraded. All samples were taken in the same way, and

Fig. 6 Conceptual model of the circumstances in the interface where

the hydraulic conductivity changes from higher and lower. Biofilm

formation by Dehalococcoides and the overall bacterial consortium is

facilitated by the fine grained larger surface unit in areas where small

contaminant pools have been formed. The sand unit above, with

higher hydraulic conductivity, can benefit the bacterial consortium by

providing other substances needed
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thereby, when vinyl chloride has been detected the true

concentration might have been higher.

CONCLUSIONS

The outcome of a multidisciplinary project is a deeper

understanding of the system. A natural system is complex

and there is a need for different and complementary infor-

mation gained by different methods. The methods in this

study have helped in the interpretation and explanation of

results from one method that appeared inconsistent or

unclear. The combination of methods thus produces both a

more nuanced and more robust interpretation of the system

when more than one method can indicate the same feature or

phenomena that would otherwise remain more speculative.

As themethods differ in investigation scale, frommicrobe to

geological features, and the process they observe, the com-

bination can portray the system in various spaces and times.

In this study, it was possible to make conceptual models at

different scales to understand important processes active in

the interface. Geological heterogeneity is important to

understand and include in the interpretation of the results

from a contaminated site, although more knowledge about

how the response in DCIP correlates to microbial activity is

needed, to answer what are the causes of different responses.

Additional investigations at this site, including more sam-

pling points, additional and diverse DCIP measurements,

along with detailed descriptions of the microbial communi-

ties, would support additional analysis of the data and

strengthen the conclusions presented here. In addition, by

combining one or several of the methods that are deemed

most informative, or by leveraging the information gained by

synergies between the methods, significant cost savings are

possible. This is due both to the potential for improved

monitoring of remediation, as well as the ability to evaluate

the effectiveness of different remediation interventions in

the context of greater understanding of the subsurface pro-

cesses at different scales.

More specifically we can conclude the following:

• The relationship between the degradation of the chlori-

nated solvents, CSIA, andmicrobes is complicated at this

site. This is most likely due to the hydrogeological

complexity and flows paths in the system.

• The specific concentrations of D. mccartyi for the

studied site are lower than in other studies, (where pure

cultures are used either in lab or injected into the

ground at the site) making it difficult to detect them

with the chosen qPCR assay. A microbial community

likely performs degradation, and the use of other

methods to capture this diversity is required.

• The geological setting, with changes in grain size

between units, and in hydraulic conductivity, pro-

motes degradation and this finding could inform

design of remediation actions, i.e., including ground

stabilizers with injections to lowering the hydraulic

conductivity.

The following additional measurements would have

answered more questions regarding the subsurface system

and should be considered for additional investigation or

similar studies:

• Measurements of gas concentrations in the groundwater

(ethene, ethane, and methane) to evaluate the microbial

activity.

• Investigation of the hydraulic conductivity to evaluate

the permeability of different units and understand how

they interact with each other.

• Groundwater dating with trace elements, to resolve

residence time and flow paths.

• Repetition of the geophysical measurements for a time-

lapse study, in order to limit the static parts (i.e.,

geology) of the system.
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